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I. Introduction. The homology theory of the infinite cyclic covering

space of a codimension two knot complement is reasonably well

known, but less is known concerning the homotopy theory of the

knot complement itself. If k: Sn—+Sn+2 is a smooth embedding, let

S = Sn+2 — k(Sn) denote the open knot complement. One of the module

structures on the homotopy of 5 is the natural structure over the ring

r = integral group ring of iri(S). We say that 7r,(5) (i^2) has T-

torsion if there exists 0 t*cEtti(S), 0 t*wET such thatO = w-cEiTi(S).

This paper gives a technique for constructing slice (null-cobordant)

knots with T-torsion. The homotopy torsion in these examples is

related to the homology torsion in 5, the infinite cyclic cover of S. If

A denotes the integral group ring of the infinite cyclic group (gener-

ated by /), then Hi(§; Z) is a finitely-generated A-module for all i.

In the construction, the A-generator of Hi(S; Z)t*0 is an embedded

Si. Furthermore the A-torsion in Hi(S; Z) arises from an embedded

bounded punctured Di+1. This punctured Di+1 has as boundary a

finite disjoint union of copies of S', and piping them together inside

Di+1 yields an embedded sphere which bounds an embedded disc.

This gives a nontrivial F-relation in tt,(5).

If hi:iri(S)—*Hi(S; Z) is the Hurewicz homomorphism, then hi

extends uniquely to the ring homomorphism k\:T—>A. A is thought

of as the ring of Laurent polynomials in a variable t with integer

coefficients. If Ot^XGA, then A/X denotes the cokernel of the injection

X
A-»A

lt-^X

(see Levine [5]).

We prove the following

Theorem 1. Given any polynomial F(f)EA. such that F(l) = + 1,

then there exists a smooth slice knot (54, kS2) such that

(I) Hi(S; Z)^AA/F(t), H2(S; Z)^A A/F^1);
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(ii) ir2iS) has T-torsion w• c = 0 where 0?±cEir2(S) and Oy^wEY;

(iii) h\(w) = F(t~l), and h2:ir2(S)-+II2(S; Z)  the Hurewicz homo-

morphism then h2ic) is the A-generator of H2iS; Z).

One of the knots produced in Theorem 1 is a counterexample to

a theorem announced by C. H. Giffen.

The techniques developed in the proof of Theorem 1 can be used

to prove the following

Theorem 2. Given any polynomial F(t)EA, P(l) = + 1, and integers

n, p such that w3i2, 1 ̂ p<(n-\-l)/2 then there exists a smooth slice

knot iSn+2, kS") such that

(i) HpiS; Z)^A A/Fit), Pf„+i_p(5; Z)^K A/F(t^), Hr(§; Z)=0
r^O, p, n+l-p;

(ii) Tn+i-piS) has Y-torsion w-c = 0, O^cE^n+i-piS), O^wEY;

(iii) hiiw) = Fit-1), and hn+i-.p:irn+i-p(S)—>Hn+i-p(S; Z) the Hure-

wicz homomorphism then hn+i-P(c) is the A-generator of Hn+i-P(S; Z);

(iv) if p ^ 2 then

h
r^A,

r^Sx^1),        igp-1,

and

*P(S)^  wp(S)^Hp(S;Z).
A =

A

Note that Theorem 2 avoids the case « = 2g+l (q^2) and p = q.

In this case it turns out that

rt(S) £!  7rq(S) S H,(S;Z) S* A/P(/)P(r1).
A = A

A

This arises because the construction relies on a certain duality be-

tween dimensions p and w + 1— £, and in the above mentioned case,

dimension q is selfdual.

We can prove a similar result for ball pairs. Let k': Bn+2—>Pn+3

denote proper smooth embedding of balls, and B=Bn+z — k'(Bn+1)

denote the open knot complement, and B the infinite cyclic cover

of P.
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Theorem 3. Given F(t) £A, and integers n, p such that 2^n,2^p^n

then there exists a smooth knotted ball pair (Bn+3, k'Bn+1) such that

(i) HP(B; Z)^A A/F(t), Hr(B; Z)=0,    r7*0, p;

(ii) ttp(23)^a wp(B)hHp(B; Z), 7^(5)^(S1), i£p-l.

II. The construction. We will begin with a special case of the proof

of Theorem 1. Suppose that F(t) = (2—t). The knot is constructed in

the same manner as those in [3], [7], [8], [9]. Let (B°, B3) denote the

unknotted ball pair, and B* = B&—B3 the open complement. Let

/: S°—*dB* be an embedding, and attach a 1-handle to B* by/, round-

ing corners to obtain the smooth manifold K = B*\Jf h1 [Figure l].

hi

/ / \AA_D*

Figure 1

Let ~ denote diffeomorphism, ~ denote homotopy equivalence, and

V denote wedge product. Then
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K « Sl X D* - P3    K ~ 51 V 5s,

<9P « S1 X S3 - S2   3P ~ S1 V S1 v s3.

As in Figure 1, let a denote the generator of iri(dK) which goes around

the handle and /S the generator which links once the "flat" S2 in dK.

Let g: S1—>dP be the smooth embedding given in Figure 2. g(5x) is

an embedding in the homotopy class of a2Ba~l^~1E^i(^K). If  *  is

uu        \
Figure 2

the base point of S3, then in the product structure of dK^S1XS3 — S2,

S1 X * is an embedding in the homotopy class of a, and we will hence-

forth identify a with .S'X * . Now from Figure 2, g(Sl) is clearly

diffeotopic to a in dKVJS2. Since a has a trivial normal bundle in dK

then so does g(S1). Add a 2-handle to K by g, rounding corners to

obtain B = KVJS h2 = B *\Jf W, h2. Now BVJB3 = B*VB3\Jfhl

Ufl/?2«P6U/fe1UaAs«P5. The last diffeomorphism is from the

handle cancellation theorem, since the attaching sphere of the

2-handle intersects the belt sphere of the 1-handle transversely at

one point. Therefore B is a knot complement; that is B=Bh — k'B3

for some smooth proper embedding k':B3—*Bi. Furthermore dB = S

= S4 — kS2 is the complement of a smooth slice knot, where k = k'\ dB3.

III. Homotopy calculations. We have Bc^SWS^D2, and 7Ti(P)
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= (a, /3| a2|8a_1/3_1). By considering the trace of the surgery associated

with the addition of the 2-handle to K, we see that the inclusion

i: S—>B induces the isomorphism

u: ti(S) ^ti(B).

That is, let W be the trace (Figure 3), such that dJW = dK and

d+W=S. Now if D2 represents the core of h2 and Dz represents the

transverse disc of h2, then dKKJD2~ W~SKJD3. Sotti(S) ^wi(dKVJD2).

By considering the trace of the surgery associated with the addition

of the 1-handle to B*, we can see that wi(dK^JD2)^Tn(K\JD2)

=xx(.B).

3K-X^ /      yS \_

g(sl)\       I \XN/^ \A\

Is   s^        yS~ ^/ ^I^-core of h2

>Js ,s jS / Nr'-transverse disc of h2

Figure 3

We will now consider the structure of 7r2(S) as a module over T. Let

b be the base point of S1. In the product structure of dA let S\ = b XS*

be the belt sphere of hl. [See Figure 2.] Suppose that x0, *i, x2ESl

are 3 distinct points such that Sfr^g^1) =g(xo)\Jg(xi)\Jg(x2). Let

G: SlXD3—*dK be a trivialization of the tubular neighborhood of g(Sx)

in dK such that G(SlXD*)r\S3b = G(xoXD3)yJG(xiXD*)\JG(x2XD*).

Now d(SlnS) =doVJdiKJd2 where dt = dG(XiXD3), i = 0, 1, 2 are em-
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bedded 2-spheres. That is, (SlC\S) is a punctured P3. Figure 4 shows

the situation in dK near Sf. The hatched area is SlC^S. With choice

of paths to the base point * as given in Figure 4, diE~!r2(S). Further-

more, di=a~1-d0 where   • denotes 7Ti(5)-action on t2(S). This can be

r      /°/(y N.^^C/^ 'K&2^>£' *\      /    /      I

Figure 4

seen by moving d0 around the boundary of the tubular neighborhood

of g(Sl) until it coincides (except for the path to * ) with di, and then

comparing the resulting paths to the base point under 7Ti(5)-action.

Similarly, d2—B~l-di=B~1-(a~l-do). Now changing the orientation

of d2, we can pipe the boundary components of Slf^S together inside

Slr\S (Figure 5), obtaining an embedding in the homotopy class of

do+di—d2 = (l-T-a~1—B~la~1)-doETr^(S). Clearly this sphere bounds

an embedded P3, so (l+a-l-B-1a-1)-do = OEiri(S). As will be

shown later, doT^O in ir2(S) because do, a lift of d0 in the infinite cyclic

cover S, generates H2(S; Z)^0 as a A-module. Furthermore

A1(l-r-a-1-/3-1o;-1)=2-rI^0 in A, so (l+a^-B^a'^^O in Y.

Hence tr2(S) has T-torsion.

More generally, if F(t)EA and F(t) = Y?=o a{t{ (<z0>0) then the

construction proceeds exactly as before, with the exception that the

2-handle is attached by the element
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a"»l3aail3a'"0 ■ ■ ■ /So-vS"-™ £ in(dK).

(This is the formula produced in [7].) In this case the element wET

producing the torsion is

w = YI a~k + sgn ai   (   2^   crh ) /S^a0"-1   + • • •

"/    l«m| —1 \ "I

+ sgn am   (     X)    «~* )/3-1a|a«-il-1/3-1 • • • /T-V""1

with the convention that if aq = 0 then sgn a9 = 0 and a,a«l_1 = l.

Figure 5

IV. The counterexample. Giffen [2, pp. 191] has made the follow-
ing statement (restated for the smooth case):

"Let S = S* — k(S2) be a smooth knot complement. Then 7r2(S) is

the free Abelian group generated by the symbols ac, where 1t*c

E[tti(S), 7n(S)] the commutator subgroup of tti(S). The action

of tti(S) on 7r2(5) is that induced by basis permutation
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Ph: ac—+ ahch-1

for hE*i(S)."
Consider the knot produced in detail in the special case of Theorem

1. If the above statement is correct, then doE^iS) has an expansion

as a finite linear combination of nontrivial elements of [xi(5), tti(5)]

(dropping ac and keeping c), that is d0= Yt-im&i where {m{} are

integers and £,G [^i('S'), tti(5)]. Further £,^£yIor *K/i ana" mi^0 for

all i. It turns out in this case that [7Ti(5), 7Ti(5)] is Abelian and

a-1G [7Ti(5), tti(5)]. This will be proved in the next section. Allowing

this, we compute the torsion relation in terms of the basis and the

action: a~lE [iriiS), iriiS)] and action by conjugation means that

the action of a-1 on ir2(5) is trivial, so

(1 + a-1 - /J"1""1 Wo = (2 - p-l)-d0 = 0.

Or

(1) 2 Y ™& - Y m^W = 0.
1=1 i=l

Since the action of 7Ti(5) is by permutation on the basis elements, (1)

can hold iff the action of B~l on {£,}?_! is permutation within the set.

So we can take it instead to be a permutation p on the indexing set

of the coefficients—that is if B~l%iB = %j then m,/3_1^i/3 becomes

mt,ui£i- So (1) is true iff the coefficients in each coordinate are zero;

or 2m,-—mp(i) =0 for all i. But, as a permutation on q objects, p has

finite order, say r^l. Then mi= il/2)m„w = (l/4)/«p«(i) = • • •

= (l/2)rwv(1) = (l/2)rmi. Since mi^O then 1 = (l/2)r, a contradiction.

What seems to be wrong with Giffen's statement is the description

of the action of tti(5) on 7r2(5). For a correct description of the struc-

ture of 7r2(5) as a r-module in the case of fibered knots, see [l].

V. The infinite cyclic cover S. In order to complete the proof of

Theorem 1, we will construct the infinite cyclic covering space 5 of

S, and study its homotopy and homology. We will produce a handle-

body decomposition for B (the infinite cyclic cover of B), and the

induced covering of 5 will be S. The unknotted open complement

B* = Bi-B3 fibers over S1 with fiber P4, a half-closed P4. That is, D*

has a closed D3 (corresponding to the unknotted P3) removed from

its boundary. So the infinite cyclic cover of B* is B* = R1XDi. The

attaching sphere /(5°) of hl lifts to a family of embedded spheres

/,•: S°—*dB*, where i is associated with t*EJit)—the infinite cyclic

group of covering transformations of P*. Add the family of 1-handles

{hi} to B* by fi to get K, an infinite cyclic cover of K. Repeat the
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process for the 2-handles to get B. Figure 6 shows dK with the family

{gi} of attaching spheres for the {h2}. Let So = dK, and S=dB be

the induced infinite cyclic cover of S. All integral homology groups

3K _--V— ms1>

--\— g^s1)

_-A--a^cs1)

Figure 6

in this situation are finitely-generated A-modules, and the exact

sequences which follow are taken to be exact sequences of A-modules.

The calculations follow those in [5], [8].

Hi(S0) = A    i = 1, 3,

= 0    otherwise.
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Let Gi: S1XD3^>S0 be a trivialization of the tubular neighborhood of

the attaching sphere gi(Sl) of h2, where Gi is a lift of G: S1XD3^dK.

Let Si = So — U,- d(SlXD3) where upper bar denotes topological

closure. By excision

Hi(So, Si) = A   i = 3,4,

= 0    otherwise.

Likewise

Hi(S, Si) = A   i = 2, 4,

= 0    otherwise.

Let A (a) denote the free A-module generated by the symbol a. Let

a0 denote the lift of a at level t° in 5 [Figure 6]. Let 70 be the lift of

Sl at level t° in 5. Let Co = G(x0XDs), c0 = Go(x0XD3) and d0=dc0

= Go(xoXS2), the lift of d0. With this choice of generators we have

Hi(S0)=A(a0), H3(S0)=A(yo), H3(S0, Si)=A(c0), H2(S, 51)=A(e0)

where e0 is the lift at level t° of the image of the core of h2 after it has

been pushed out onto the boundary of the handle.

Consider the exact sequence for the pair (So, Si):

H3(So) -^» H3(So, S2) ̂  H2(Si) -+ 0

A (to) A(c0)

where the homomorphism • {g,} is as follows:

To-'-*      X)  ''(To • gi)   c0

where (yo-gi) is the intersection number of 70 and ^(.S1). (See [4,

p.  515].)   In this case • {gi} (to) = F(<_1)c0. So ■ {gi} is a monomor-

phism, and H2(Si) is presented as a A-module by the 1X1 matrix

F(i_1). Moreover, the A-generator of H2(Si) is dc0 = do-

Consider now the exact sequence for the pair (S, Si):

0 -* H2(Si) -> H2(S) -> H2(S, Si) -> Hi(Si)

II H?
A(e0) ^i(50)

II
A(«o)
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Since de0 = Fit)a0, then d is a monomorphism and P/~2(5i)=Pf2(.S).

Therefore rfo^O in Pf2(5); and hence do^O in 7r2(5). This completes

the proof of Theorem 1.

Since 5 is the infinite cyclic cover of S, then 7Ti(5)= [7Ti(5), 7Ti(5) ].

From Figure 6 for P(/) = (2 — t), we see that tti(5) is isomorphic to the

group on infinitely many generators {<*;}, with infinitely many rela-

tions {a26c^i = 1}, which is Abelian because the generators commute.

Furthermore, with correct choice of base point in 5, a0 is the lift of

aEtriiS), hence a~1E [wiiS), iriiS)]. This completes the counter-

example.

Theorem 2 is proved by construction in much the same way as

Theorem 1, and is in fact easier to do when p>l. If p = l, the con-

struction is exactly the same as in Theorem 1, only it takes place on

the unknotted ball pair (P"+3, P"+1). If p>l, then attach h" to

B* = Bn+3-Bn+1 by a nullisotopic S*"1 in dP*, obtaining K = B*\Jhp.

As before

K « Sp X Dn+3~p - P-+1       K ~ S1 V S"

dK ~SPX Sn+2-" -Sn dK~S1VSpV S"+2~p.

Attach hp+1 to K by an embedding in the homotopy class of Fit) -a,

where a generates wPidK). The knot produced has all the characteris-

tics listed in Theorem 2.

Theorem 3 is proved in exactly the same way as Theorem 2. The

sphere pairs constructed in Theorem 2 bound ball pairs. These ball

pairs have the characteristics listed in Theorem 3. However, the

hypothesis of Theorem 3 allows (« + l)/2 ^p^n. For p in this range

(in and above the middle dimension of the boundary sphere pair),

the construction can still be done. (See [8].)

Theorem 3 provides a generalization of the results of T. M. Price

[6]. Using Zeeman's twist-spinning, he produces a (P6, k'B*) with

boundary (56, kS3) such that 7ri(P6-fc'(P4)) =Z but 7n(56-jfe(53))

t^Z. Theorem 3 improves this example by one dimension, i.e. (S4, kS2)

= d(P6, k'B3) such that7n(P6-&'(P3)) =Z, in(54-^(52)) ^Z. Further-

more, iriiS* — kiS2)) and 7r2(P5 — k'iB3)) can be specified as in The-

orems 2 and 3.
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